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Abstract—The aspect of digitalization in all over the world 

and rapidly increasing number of mobile users had led to 

introduce a new way of advertisement. Adding location 

based services to the world of digital advertisement this 

android application will help shop owners to reach 

maximum people in an easy an effective manner. This paper 

mainly focuses on overall description of all the 

implementation technologies of android application as an 

advertisement portal, which will helpful to remove 

drawbacks of existing systems. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

In this emulational world shop owner also use best 

marketing strategies and provide good and attractive offers 

to bring customers attraction. The traditional approach used 

to attract customers is by using banners, pamphlets, giving 

advertisements in newspapers. In this digital era, digital 

advertisements are taking over these traditional approaches 

of advertisements. Figure 1 resembles the increasing use of 

Location Based Services effectively. While using digital 

approach the best way to meet customer requirements is by 

providing location based services to them. The system 

considers all   these aspects under a single application to 

improve marketing strategies and provides best offers with 

respect to customer location. 

 Registered vendors can post, edit and delete 

advertisements in simple way. Customer can view 

advertisements in very detailed manner with exact shop 

location, validity and some textual information about 

advertisement, using map provided by the application he can 

get exact distance of shop from his current location, he can 

give feedback and rating as well.  

 
Fig. 1: Growth of Location Based Services 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

Traditional systems like advertisements in newspapers, 

banners, pamphlets, etc. are quite good, but it requires high 

cost for publishing even a small advertise. Even though it 

requires high cost it won’t be an effective way because: 

1) Unable to provide number of counts of viewers. 

2) Unable to provide distance of shops from current 

location of customer along with way. 

3) Shop owners didn’t get feedback of users in proper 

manner. 

4) Customers can not prioritise advertisements. 

 That means traditional approaches does not 

satisfies all the requirements of both. For removing all these 

drawbacks, the system provides Location Based Services to 

provide distance of and way towards shops from the current 

location of  customer, also system uses weighted page rank 

algorithm which helps in prioritising advertisements 

according to users and to providing number of viewers to 

the shop owner. 

III. LOCATION BASED SERVICES (LBS) 

A Location Based Services (LBS) is a software application 

for an IP-capable mobile devices that requires knowledge 

about where the mobile device is located. LBS is a service 

which is accessible through mobile devices using the mobile 

network and which uses information on the geographical 

position of the user.  

 For using LBS, several infrastructural elements are 

required. Figure 2 shows some of such infrastructure 

elements. LBS uses mobile devices of user from which user 

can send request to get location and to retrieve the services 

from the system. 

 
Fig. 2: Components of LBS 

 To find the location of the subscriber, several 

categories of methods can be used. The simple and standard 

solution is using GPS-based LBS. The other option is using 

concept of GSM localization. Another best and low cost 

alternative to use LBS, is using location technology to track 

the device, is to not track at all. This term is referred as Self-

Reported Positioning. In this system map is provided to the 

users in which they subsequently mark their own location. 

IV. GLOBAL POSITIONING SYSTEM (GPS) 

A system which is nothing but a space-based Satellite 

Navigation System which gives location and time 

information in all weather conditions, anywhere on the Earth 

is known as Global Positioning System (GPS). The 

condition is that there should be an unobstructed line of 

sight to four or more GPS satellites. GPS not only track the 

exact location but can also compute velocity and time. GPS 
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has useful tool for scientific uses, tracking as well as 

surveillance. One or more GPS’s three basic components are 

used by many civilian applications that are: absolute 

location, relative movement and time transfer. 

V. ANDROID SYSTEM 

Android system is built in open Linux Kernel. It provides 

operating system, middleware and key mobile applications 

to make mobile system more powerful. Android system 

supports LBS Application Programming Interfaces (APIs). 

The periodic update of the device location information can 

be requested using this application. Android emulator allows 

simulation of GPS and Wi-Fi. Android emulator depicts: 

A. Android Location API 

Location information from the user can be retrieved by 

using some inbuilt classes from package like Location API 

package in android system are- 

1) LocationManager:  

It provides access location service as well as facility to get 

the best Location Provider as per the criteria. 

2) LocationProvider:  

A LocationProvider class is used to provide reports of the 

geographical location of the user in periodic manner. 

3) LocationListener:  

When location gets changed, callback method from 

LocationListener class are called. 

4) Location Manager:  

Android application provides an API to access the Google 

maps. With the help of Google maps and location APIs the 

application can show required places to the user on the map. 

B. Google Places API 

To return data about places, Google Places API is used. 

Place response specifies location as latitude/longitude 

coordinator. There are four types of requests are available 

with Google Places APIs: 

 Place Searches: It is used to return an array of 

nearby places based on a given location. 

 Place Details: It returns specific data about a given 

place. 

 Place Check-ins: It allows the request that a person 

has checked in to a place. 

 Place Reports: Users are allowed to add new 

locations to the place service, and to delete the 

places. 

VI. K-MEANS CLUSTERING ALGORITHM 

Clustering is a method of grouping a set of objects in such a 

way that objects in same group also called as clusters are 

more similar to each other than to those in the other groups. 

The algorithm which is simple to implement and 

understandable in data mining for clustering is K-means 

Clustering Algorithm. K-means Clustering Algorithm is 

unsupervised heuristic algorithm where centroid initially 

defined centroids are associated with every cluster then each 

object is assigned to clusters with closest centroid. K-means 

Clustering Algorithm follows following steps: 

Consider X={x1, x2, x3, ……….,xn} be the set of data points 

and V= {v1, v2, ……..,vk }be the set of centers. 

1) Randomly select ‘k’ cluster centers. 

2) Calculate distance between each data point and 

clusters centers 

3) Assign the data points to the cluster centers. 

4) Recalculate the new cluster centers using 

Vi = (1/ki) ∑ 𝑥𝑖∀𝑘𝑖𝑘𝑖
𝑖=1  represents the number of 

data points in ith cluster. 

5) Distance between each data point and new obtained 

cluster centers are calculated again. 

6) If no data point was reassigned then stop, otherwise 

repeat from step number (3). 

 K-means clustering algorithm is generally used in 

many systems like in identifying cancerous data, in search 

engines, in student’s academic performance detection 

systems. Proposed system uses k-means clustering algorithm 

in partial way, it initially assumes some clusters and data 

elements are arranged according to specified clusters only. 

VII. PAGERANK ALGORITHM 

PageRank is a link analysis algorithm. It assigns numerical 

weighting to each element of hyperlinked set of documents, 

with the purpose measuring its relative importance within a 

set. In PageRank algorithm a page has high rank if the 

number of its back links is high. Use of PageRank algorithm 

is to display more important pages at the top and less 

important pages at the bottom. 

PR(u) =(1-d)+d∑ 𝑃𝑅(𝑉)𝑉∈𝐵(𝑢) 𝑊(𝑣,𝑢)
𝑖𝑛 𝑊(𝑣,𝑢)

𝑜𝑢𝑡  

Where, 

d: dampening factor which is usually set to 0.85. 

𝑊(𝑣,𝑢)
𝑖𝑛 = The weight of link (v, u) calculated on the basis of 

number of in linked page u and the number of in links of all 

reference pages of v. 

𝑊(𝑣,𝑢)
𝑖𝑛 =

𝐼𝑢

∑ 𝐼𝑝𝑝∈𝑅(𝑣)
 

Where,  

Iu=number of in links of page u. 

Ip=number of in links of page p. 

𝑊(𝑣,𝑢)
𝑜𝑢𝑡  = The weight of link (v, u)  

Where v= number of out linked page u and 

u= number of out links of all reference pages of v. 

𝑊(𝑣,𝑢)
𝑜𝑢𝑡 =

𝑂𝑢

∑ 𝑂𝑝𝑃∈𝑅(𝑣)
 

Where, 

Ou=number of out links of page u. 

Op=number of out links of page p. 

VIII. WEIGHTED PAGERANK ALGORITHM 

To get good quality of result than that of the PageRank 

Algorithm, extension of it has been available  ,known as 

Weighted PageRank Algorithm, where pages are ranked 

according to its importance, not only by considering link 

structure of webpages. Rank value of page is not divided 

evenly among pages, like PageRank Algorithm, it assigns 

larger rank values to more important pages. 

IX. PHP5 (HYPERTEXT PRE-PROCESSOR) 

PHP is a server side scripting language also it is general 

purpose programming language. The goal of PHP is to allow 

web developers to write dynamically pages quickly. New 

extensions of PHP are available in market among PHP5 has 

improved MYSQL support and built in support for SQLite. 
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X. BOOTSTRAP 

Bootstrap is the most popular a front end framework mainly 

used for designing responsive websites. The key goal of this 

is to ease the development of dynamic website and web 

application. It is almost compatible with the all latest 

versions of browser. 

XI. SQLITE 

Rather work as client-server database engine it works as an 

embedded SQL database engine, so it does not have separate 

server processes. It is a compact library which is very 

carefully tested prior to every release and has a reputation 

for being very reliable. Thus it is a popular choice for 

application software as embedded database software. 

XII. CONCLUSION 

Digital advertisement including Location Based Services 

(LBS) can be implemented within a single android 

application. For implementing Location Based Services in 

Android System the best way is using Location APIs and 

Google APIs which provides navigational map to the users. 

This can help users to reach to shop easily and quickly. 

Various traditional advertisement systems are also helpful 

for both vendors as well as customers, but still using those 

systems user won’t get relevant advertisements as per 

customers’requirements. To remove these drawbacks this 

system uses K-means Clustering algorithm partially along 

with Weighted PageRank algorithm to provide relevant 

advertisements to the users.  
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